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Ex.
J

Subject: Three Angels Broadcasting Network: A High-Flying Organization | Adventist Today
From: Bob <bob@pickle-publishing.com>
Date: Thu, 27 Dec 2007 12:02:23 -0600
To: Bob Pickle <bob@pickle-publishing.com>

http://www.atoday.com/magazine/2004/01/three-angels-broadcasting-network-high-flying-organization
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Media
Store
About

Three Angels Broadcasting Network: A High-Flying
Organization
January 1, 2004 - 12:00pm - Edwin A. Schwisow
Did the three angels of Revelation 14 have a stiff tailwind as they shouted their apocalyptic warnings
from the skies?

The Bible doesn’t spell out the weather report, but it does say the angels showed up in full
voice—energetic, hardly out of breath—when they delivered their messages.

The same can’t quite be said this year for their high-flying Illinois namesake, satellite television network
Three Angels Broadcasting Network (3ABN).

For the first time in its nearly two-decade history, donations to the independent Adventist programming
and broadcasting ministry slipped last year, as 3ABN continues its quest to reach every nation, kindred,
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tongue and people on earth. And according to 3ABN president Danny Shelton, the reasons for the
decline are by no means understood at headquarters. Some 3ABN supporters, however, believe that the
answer may be written prominently on the inside fuselage walls of two executive jet aircraft (one now
for sale, one leased) that 3ABN’s founders have been using for more than a year for corporate travel.

History

3ABN’s around-the-clock five-satellite ministry has grown from its start in the mid-1980s to a ministry
receiving annual donations of about $15 million a year. Led by the country-voiced, sweet-singing
Shelton and his demure, soft-spoken wife, Linda, 3ABN’s story makes inspiring reading. Danny
Shelton, who points to his high school diploma as the epitome of his formal education, is a poster boy for
sanctified ambition. Some 3ABN supporters speak of him as “inspired” and almost messianic, and until
last year, 3ABN’s rate of ascent was measured in increments of angelic warp speed.

The Sheltons have established a new style in Adventist media, stripped of the aristocratic cool of a
George Vandeman, the cerebral rumble of an H.M.S. Richards, or the austere reclusiveness of a
William Fagal. The Sheltons present themselves, instead, as a simple, God-fearing family, dedicated to
proclaiming Adventist Christianity around the world, 24 hours a day. And many who know the Sheltons
personally say that what you see on television is what you get in person—authenticity, plainspokenness,
dedication.

But 3ABN’s growth from a mom-and-pop media outlet in North Frankfort, Ill., to a multimillion-dollar
corporation is not happening without growing pains.

What once was seen as Danny Shelton’s precocious, hands-on style is now interpreted by critics as
heavy-handed control of 3ABN’s small, compliant board. And the Sheltons’ use of the executive jets
reinforces a view that success has tainted the self-sacrificing spirit of 3ABN’s first couple. Always a
man who takes pride in keeping in touch with his supporters, Shelton knows he’s not pleasing everyone
these days—he admitted as much in a lengthy Dec. 29 telephone interview with Adventist Today. But
he still believes he has been faithful to the vision God has given him and that 3ABN is operating in an
impressively thrifty, efficient way.

“We had an Associated Press reporter here this month, and you could tell she was very skeptical about
3ABN. She stayed here several days, and we gave her access to everything, opened our books to her,
gave her the information she wanted. By the end, her attitude had turned around completely, and we
believe her story will be very positive.”
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The story of 3ABN is a positive one of outstanding growth—an old, old story the Sheltons tell often and
well. Shelton, a builder and carpenter, saw the need to create a television network to spread the
end-time gospel. By most accounts, he’s delivered what he promised—simple, conservative, direct
Bible preaching and music that calls audiences to conversion. Last year, 3ABN added around-the-clock
Spanish-language programming and a 24-hour- a-day radio presence on satellite.

Shelton characterizes 3ABN programming as “more hard-hitting” than denominationally produced fare,
and says 3ABN’s status as an independent nonprofit insulates the church from criticism of being too
critical of other Christian denominations—most notably Roman Catholicism. And he says he would
welcome the advent of additional networks, of Adventist-oriented satellite programming—say, networks
to meet the minds of intellectuals and liberals, Muslims and Hindus, New Age pagans, or secular
American agnostics. The network, he says, reaches the world—but through programming designed
primarily for an already Christianized viewership. But, he claims, there’s plenty of room for other
Adventist entrepreneurs to devise television ministries for other demographics.

By some counts, 3ABN is now the second-largest religious broadcasting television network in the
world. And records show that thousands have found their way into Adventism by watching 3ABN
telecasts. Many Adventist pastors point to viewers of 3ABN who have appeared at their church doors,
eager and informed for baptism.

Economic Downturn

Given 3ABN’s resilience, success, and impressive economic expansion during each of its first eighteen
years, why the plateau or downturn in 2003? Danny Shelton says he has no easy answers and refuses
to chalk it up to a slow economy or donor dissatisfaction. He says he needs time and outside help to sort
things through.

“I’ve asked the Lord to show me if, perhaps, something I, Danny Shelton, am doing is the reason we’re
down this year. Frankly, I don’t know the reasons, yet,” he says.

But he’s not meditating on these things to the detriment of his other duties. He continues to work hard
to sign more agreements with cable outlets to carry 3ABN programming. Recent successes in placing
3ABN on cable in the southeastern United States have brought more than a million new potential
viewers—a success that by all counts should add hundreds of new names to the 3ABN donor base.

High Flying
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But observers are increasingly asking if Danny and Linda’s use of corporate jets (one, a Mitsubishi
Diamond, owned by 3ABN and now for sale; and another leased plane, a Cessna Citation) may contain
elements of the answer to 3ABN’s financial concerns.

At press time, Shelton still rejected that possibility: 3ABN receives about 1,500 letters a month from
viewers, he says, and there is no indication from these letters that the planes have become an issue
among donors. 3ABN’s supporters understand that the Sheltons need to circulate, reach out, meet the
people, he says. They want to see him and Linda, speak to them personally, share. He believes
supporters understand that by using an executive plane, 3ABN can reach many more people much
more effectively.

But others suggest that in using the planes, the Sheltons may be erasing the very credibility their visits
are intended to stoke. Kermit Netteburg, now with the North American Division as assistant for
communication and a man Shelton acknowledges as an acquaintance, noted last August that 3ABN’s
use of the plane seems to coincide directly with the decline of as much as a million dollars in annual
donations.

But Netteburg also claims to empathize with 3ABN’s decision to use the planes: “What we sometimes
forget is that 3ABN is now a very big organization,” Netteburg said. “To run a corporation this large
takes resources. One thing I can tell you is that at a recent meeting, the Sheltons arrived on time, rested
and ready to work, and were the only ones who were able to be home that night, to sleep in their own
beds, ready for work the next day.”

What the weary, and perhaps envious, Netteburg sees as an advantage, however, may be seen by
others as self-indulgence—a trait not lightly tolerated in a denomination whose top executives do not
now enjoy, and in fact never have enjoyed, regular use of jet-powered executive aircraft. A Shelton
acquaintance who has been featured prominently on 3ABN in recent years, Adventist missionary pilot
David L. Gates, echoes those thoughts. Son of a foreign missionary and subject of a recent biography
published by the denomination’s Pacific Press, the bone-thin Gates lives an austere life as a missionary
to South America.

“Danny and I were talking, a while back, and he told me I needed a jet like his for the work I do,”
Gates remembers. “And my response was, ‘Danny, I ask many people working with me to make
tremendous sacrifices. And if I flew in a plane like yours, I would have no credibility among these
people. Yes, in a practical sense I could use a jet. But as a leader, I have to stay close to the people,
live as they live, travel as they travel. That’s the only kind of leadership I know.’”
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Gates’s asceticism hardly represents the entire philosophical bandwidth of 3ABN supporters. But it
captures an essential trait of Adventism that bears emphasizing—that Adventists by and large are
hypercritical of the appearance of ostentation and privilege among those they see as called by God to
service. Are the Sheltons losing touch with the mindset of their self-sacrificing donors?

The downturn in 3ABN donations was tacitly acknowledged in May 2003 in a general letter in which
the usually positive Sheltons admitted that things just weren’t going as well as they should, at least with
3ABN’s Spanish-language programming venture. They said that donations had, indeed, reached a
plateau and that developing the Spanish-language component was impossible unless funding took a turn
for the better.

Meanwhile, in South America, an Adventist-affiliated group known as “A.D.Venir” (pronounced Ah
Day VehnEER)—led by David Gates himself—was placing a competing Spanish-language
programming service on satellite, at a cost of $1.5 million.

The times are indeed changing, as 3ABN struggles to find a management style that remains true to its
self-proclaimed principles of thrift and accountability. It now directs an international empire that reaches
most of the globe with multilingual signals on five satellites, from studios in America, Russia and the
Philippines. In the process, the planes may be costing 3ABN a lot more than fuel, insurance and airport
fees.

Signs of the Times

About 3,000 Adventist businessmen and their families gathered last August to celebrate the annual
divisionwide convention of Adventist-laymen’s Services and Industries (ASI), of which 3ABN is a
prominent member. The network commanded a well-lit corner booth on the ASI exhibit floor—clearly,
the most often-visited booth among the hundreds of exhibitors.

Shelton himself, in casual attire, showed up sporadically at the booth, but he seemed preoccupied with
other matters. His staff told visitors that because of overwhelming responsibilities—3ABN was taping
or televising live several convention plenary sessions—Shelton’s availability to talk personally with them
would be limited.

As I circulated among the scores of booths on the exhibit floor, several prominent exhibitors, of their
own accord, volunteered their disappointment with 3ABN’s decision to acquire and operate the planes.
They knew me for my 26 years with Adventist media in the North Pacific Union, much of it during the
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halcyon years of 3ABN’s growth. I had helped organize large broadcasting conventions in the
Northwest, bringing together media-minded pastors, technicians, laymen and church
executives—including former General
Conference president Robert Folkenberg.

During those conventions, we’d given 3ABN supporters unlimited time to explain how local groups
could sponsor low-power television stations to rebroadcast the 3ABN signal. Even today, 3ABN
acknowledges that the Pacific Northwest has the highest concentration of facilities rebroadcasting their
signal of any union territory in North America.

I was—and am—considered supportive of the vision of 3ABN and well-informed on media matters,
and it was entirely natural for men such as retired pastor/evangelist Don Gray of Vancouver, Wash., to
tell me quietly, “The plane is hurting Danny, I’m afraid. He should just get rid of it.” Several other ASI
members made similar comments—not as a condemnation of 3ABN, but in the sorrowful, hushed tones
of a relative lamenting a loved one who continues to refuse medical treatment for a dread disease.

When, sometime later, I asked Shelton himself about the possibility that his traveling arrangements were
hurting the 3ABN cause, he dismissed it out of hand—as he apparently does with others who raise the
issue. He is determined, he said, to weather any turbulence—in fact, he says there is no
turbulence—regarding the planes.

He explained to me that the planes make it possible for him and Linda to meet more people, more often.
That’s what the Adventist people want and expect, he said. And in the post-911 era, traveling by
common carrier simply takes too much time and limits him and his wife to too few visits to too few
churches and rallies across the land.

Indeed, since acquiring the aircraft, 3ABN’s weekend rallies have increased markedly in frequency—a
fact that ordinarily would stimulate donations to the cause. But the opposite has occurred.

The network is wrestling to remain in contact with the down-home values and concerns of its
donors—that much is clear. But now, as it emerges as a worldwide corporation, the bonds of credibility
seem strained. And the plane is not the only problem.

It doesn’t help that word is out that the Sheltons’ salaries exceed those of even the highest-paid
administrative ministers in the Adventist Church (a charge Danny Shelton categorically denies, citing
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figures that show he personally earned less than $50,000 last year and that he declined to accept any
retirement benefits.)

But 3ABN’s audited statements for calendar years 2001 and 2002 show that the decrease in salary
must be quite recent, as Shelton is quoted on those documents as earning more than $60,000 a year.

All told, the temperature is rising in the cockpit. And Danny Shelton’s voluntary forfeiture of part of his
salary suggests he’s feeling at least some of the heat. But, is lopping off $700 or $800 from his monthly
paycheck going to be enough to fight the perception that the Sheltons have succumbed to the siren call
of creature comforts and opulence?

What of the Future?

No one questions the genius of Danny Shelton and the on-screen appeal of his wife and family
members. No one disputes that the Sheltons have accomplished what no other Adventist dared attempt.

But in my recent conversation with Shelton, one 60-second aside he volunteered in the course of our
two-hour interview seemed to reveal more about the issue than all of the other minutes combined.
Speaking of the many times 3ABN has been criticized, he offered: “It is actually at the times when we
are under greatest attack that we receive the most donations. Those who have attacked us have
actually helped us grow.”

It was a challenge—and perhaps in writing this article with its references to the couple’s high-flying
ways, I have already fallen into the negative column of the Sheltons’ esteem. But I hope not. I write as
a friend and well-wisher, representing what must surely be scores of voices in Adventism who fear
writing that letter, or letters, to 3ABN.

Why? Do they fear losing Danny’s friendship or further invitations to promote their own ministries via
3ABN? I don’t know, and Danny assured me in our interview that his supporters are fearless in
criticizing 3ABN. So, what gives? What may well be happening is that Shelton has not yet fully grasped
that times are changing rapidly for 3ABN. For most of his media career, Danny Shelton has thrived on
controversy—as the blue-eyed David defending against heavy-browed Goliaths such as the General
Conference, competing ministries, and local county leaders who recently challenged 3ABN’s nonprofit
credentials.
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But today, 3ABN is neither small nor, apparently, invulnerable. And in what some donors see as
another sign of the times, 3ABN has let out the word that it now receives more donated money than
any other Adventist media ministry, including the venerable Voice of Prophecy and It Is Written
programs.

While technically correct, the information reinforces a view that 3ABN’s little David may be drinking
too eagerly from the brook of its own success, paying less attention to selecting the thrifty, smooth
stones that have contributed to its rise to prominence.

The plane, the salary, the strong personal control, the bit about being biggest—all form the borders of
what could develop into a less-than-flattering jigsaw portrait of a modern 3ABN Goliath.

The Sheltons are by no means unaware of at least some of these issues. They’re trying to respond to
the challenge, but 2003 may well go down as the year they prescribed the wrong medication for,
essentially, the right problems.

They understand that 3ABN’s bigness is gnawing at the critical essence of its appeal—the hominess,
the access, the Mr. Rogerliness. And they also sense that controversy and attacks by others are not
quite the allies they were when 3ABN was a babe in arms.

What Danny seems one moment to accept—and the next to deny—is that 3ABN is not what it used to
be. It’s bigger, it’s stronger, its influence is worldwide. And with that power comes a new image—an
impersonality far more vulnerable to criticism, where rumors can take on lives of their own and brood
for decades in the recesses of the public subconscious.

The Sheltons believe their planes help them bolster their repartee with the Adventist public, when in fact
the aircraft may be eloquently contradicting the very message they were intended to help deliver.

One supporter I spoke with at the ASI convention suggested that the Sheltons would do well to study
the success of the late Wal-Mart founder, Arkansan Sam Walton. Walton, by all accounts, recognized
that as his company matured, his leadership role was not to micromanage the company and sign every
purchase order (as Danny Shelton told me he does for 3ABN) but to preserve at all costs the image of
what Wal-Mart stands for: ”We like you so much, we want to save you lots of money.”
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Like Walton, Shelton is an honor graduate of the Horatio Alger School of Success. And like Walton,
Danny Shelton’s father was an Arkansan, a fact attested by Danny’s faint southern accent.

And, like Wal-Mart on the retailing scene, 3ABN has now surpassed its Adventist media rivals. Walton
kept alive the “We like you so much, we want to save you lots of money” motif by driving his
pick-up—not a jet-propelled vehicle, by all accounts—and popping in ad hoc to check up on his outlets
and tell the faithful that the sky was the limit.

Though a billionaire in stock holdings, Walton dodged the pretenses of privilege and through example
told the people that Wal-Mart was still in the down-home, neighborly business of saving its customers
money. Supporters of 3ABN seem to be asking the Sheltons for the same assurances. They want to
hear, in word and example, that 3ABN is still exclusively in the business of saving its viewers’ souls.
And the Sheltons are learning that spelling out that message for a multimillion-dollar corporation is not a
task for the symbolically faint of heart.

The task ahead could, in fact, call for cutting back some travel mileage and working harder to pack
more symbolism into fewer visits—as Ronald Reagan did during his presidency.

Yes, there’s been a new kind of turbulence at 3ABN. No one is passing out parachutes, and no one is
calling for mid-air replacement of the pilot—yet. But the organization is discovering, as St. Paul learned
long ago, that though all things may be lawful, not all things are expedient, or appropriate, in the grander
scheme. The network can still recapture its image as the beloved David, slaying the giants of unbelief,
greed, hypocrisy, and worldly entitlement with the thrifty sling of self-sacrifice.

But it will never reach the whole world with the gospel if it loses the soul of its personality. Now would
be an excellent time to divest the planes—citing financial constraints.

The gesture would play well in the conservative provinces—in fact, the communal sigh of relief would
be heard across the land. It’s a compelling move that could do wonders for the bottom line in 2004. It’s
a thought the Sheltons might do well to prayerfully ponder, the next time they’re in the skies.

Edwin A. Schwisow was public relations officer for the North Pacific Union Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists. He now lives in Sandy, Ore., where he publishes books and writes for
magazines.
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Edwin A. Schwisow is executive director of Adventist Today and serves as point person
on matters related to donations and underwriting for Adventist Today Foundation. Ed
Edwin A. retired from 27 years of denominational journalism in 2003, after forming his own
Schwisow publishing firm, LifeScape Publications. He writes, edits, publishes, and serves Adventist
Today from his home near Portland, Ore. He can be reached via email
(edwin.a.schwisow@atoday.com).
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Full Version: Save3abn
Website Uses Blackmail
Tactics

Help - Search - Members - Calendar

BlackSDA > General Fellowship > 3ABN

Pages: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Lee

Feb 22 2007, 07:41 PM

Save3abn website has made some interesting threats towards 3ABN that constitute
blackmail. Here is what is on their site below:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Leonard Westphal Said That and Got Away with It?
Where This Article Went
Everything is still here, but is no longer visible to web browsers.
We have covered elsewhere how various ones affected by the various scandals and
allegations swirling around Danny Shelton and 3ABN have had concerns that they
might reap retribution if they do not remain silent regarding what has happened. The
sources for our story here have similar concerns, and have asked that we pull this
story until a later time. We have decided to honor their request.
It should be pointed out, though, that if everyone remains silent, no reforms will be
made, and the same abuses and corruption will continue. That scenario is not an
option.
What is particularly relevant regarding this story is that we see here a repetition of a
familiar pattern:
Definite concerns and perceived wrongs are pointed out.
An investigation is done improperly or not at all.
The wrongdoers get rewarded, while the concerned get punished.
We trust that the particular situation we addressed in this story will be properly
resolved in a professional, Christian manner. If that does not happen, then it will
undoubtedly be released to the media once again
-------------------------------------------------------------------------The "threat" is in the last two sentences. Unless 3ABN stops the lawsuits, they will
take their information to the media. Last I heard, using Blackmail was against the law!
You may see it for yourself here:
http://www.save3abn.com/leonard-westphal-hope-lebrun-1.htm

Richard Sherwin

Feb 22 2007, 07:57 PM

And all the legal papers filed against save3abn telling them to stop or else is not
blackmail?

file:///C:/Web%20Sites/Save3ABN.com/includes/tmp/blacksda/t1265...
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Gailon Arthur Joy
AUReporter
---------------------------------------------------------Lee,
Blackmail? If 3abn would be willing to clean their house and take care of the victims
their cover up and denial has left in its wake there would be no need for save3abn or
this particular forum.

Lee

Feb 23 2007, 10:20 PM

Let me tell you what Mr. Joy is really saying here. Below is a repeat of what Mr. Joy
said on his site:
-----------------------------------------------------------------We would also like to extend to them the offer that we will cease publishing additional
material about the various allegations once an adequate plan is put into place to
address the various issues in a thorough, impartial, meaningful, and Christian way,
something we have been asking for for more than six months.
------------------------------------------------------------------If you will read closely, you will see that this is carefully written to look like a generous
offer. But instead it is saying IF you will handle this in a "christian way" THEN we will
not post any more material in a public way.
THAT is called BLACKMAIL!
What Mr. Joy is saying in regular language is: "Hey--call off your lawyers and we can
settle this but if you don't, we will publish more." What a sad thing to offer because
they HAD their chance with ASI but blew it. I'm afraid it doesn't look good for
Pickle/Joy.
Oh, and much of what they publish is twisted or outright lies!
BTW, I knew this was late DrRe--but the principle of blackmail was still there.

Snoopy

Feb 23 2007, 10:37 PM

QUOTE(Lee @ Feb 23 2007, 10:20 PM) [snapback]180332[/snapback]

Let me tell you what Mr. Joy is really saying here.

...and do you receive an official salary for interpreteting for Mr. Joy??? Where were
you when Ari Fleischer resigned??? As far as I have seen, Mr. Joy is quite articulate
and makes his comments in English...don't need you to interpret...

This is a "lo-fi" version of our main content. To view the full version with more information,
formatting and images, please click here .
Invision Power Board © 2001-2007 Invision Power Services, Inc.

file:///C:/Web%20Sites/Save3ABN.com/includes/tmp/blacksda/t1265...
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Subject: Re: Land Transaction
From: "Walt Thompson" <walttmd@wi.rr.com>
Date: Fri, 20 Jul 2007 08:21:21 -0500
To: "Jodi James" <jodijames5@gmail.com>
Dear Jodi,
Your question regarding the lies is difficult to answer because there are now more that thirty serious accusation
circulating that have no basis in fact.
Let me begin with Danny's divorce and remarriage. The truth is that Linda was definitely involved in an improper
relationship with the doctor of Norway. The evidence we have, either by direct observation or by first person
witness is wrong by any standard. Yet, she denies it and claims innocense, as does the doctor. Gaylon began
his "search" based upon Linda's claim of innocense. None of his "findings" about 3abn are as described by
him. 3ABN has done nothing illegal or immoral, contrary to his conclusions. Pickle has been relentless in his
efforts to convince the public that 3abn was guilty of employing a child molester and putting the whole ministry
and SDA church at risk thereby. This person has never been convicted of any wrongdoing, of any of the
described types, and in fact was declared innocent of the only accusation that ever came to the attention of
authorities. When I first heard of the accusations, and after doing appropriate evaluation, we sought legal
counsel as to our responsibilities. That counsel has been turned to appear as if we had hired the attorney to
cover wrong doing. There are lies about financial mismanagement, tax evasion, etc. There is no basis for any of
these. I could continue, but I think this gives you an idea of what has been happening. While it is one thing to fail
to understand the facts, it is something entirely beyond my imagination how anyone can believe it is their
responsibility to publish their accusations all around the world on the Internet, by e mail, by postal service, etc.,
as truth, and with words that cut and kill and destroy rather than attempt to heal. This is certainly not the way our
Lord works.
Some have suggested that we should be more forgiving of those that do us harm. It is not that we are unwilling
to forgive, but forgiveness is a two way street. God can only forgive those that "see" their fault and then express
willingness to give it up and turn away. So it is with any true foregiveness.
I hope I have helped by these comments.
May God be with you and bless you.
Sincerely,

Walter Thompson MD
----- Original Message ----From: Jodi James
To: Walt Thompson
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2007 7:17 AM
Subject: Re: Land Transaction

Dear Mr. Walter Thompson,
Later I will take more time to rerread your answers and comments; then I may have more questions
later. Right now before I get ready to leave the house I have to ask about something that caught my
eye in your e-mail.
You mention those (I guess you mean Gaylon and Pickle - I heard they are the ones in the law
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suit) who are circulating lies on the internet. Could you tell me just some of the lies they are telling?
That would be so helpful since I am only interesting in knowing the truth and I do not want to be led
astray with rumors and lies.
Thank you for writing. I will ask you more about the petition later when I have more time. I need to
feed the children right now.
Jodi

On 7/19/07, Walt Thompson <walttmd@wi.rr.com> wrote:
Dear Jodi,
Like I said, I expect the suit to be paid for from funds other than from donors, but rather than find out later
that did not happen , I thought it better to be up front with you about other posibilities. Of course, if God is
not leading in this, then I would agree with you 100% that donors ought not help to pay the price. If, on the
other hand it is, they I would expect donors to do what ever necessary to advance His cause. Sense this is
speculation at this point in time, I will not speak further regarding it.
God has commissioned this ministry to preach the "undiluted" Three Angels Message to the whole world,
to counter the counterfeit, but He never asked that it be done with our hands tied behind our backs. God
has all the resources in the universe at His disposal, and when He urges us to use them to accomplish
His purposes, it seems to me wrong to ignore them. In fact, the plane has not been used by Danny for
personal use. The plane was used to make it possible for he and the leadership staff to meet with
believers all over the country and to do live programming that was often up-linked live. Because of the
quality of programming thus obtained, 3abn has the reputation in the media industry as being as good as
anything on television anywhere. It is because of this reputation that Dish Network is now carrying 3abn in
its base packages, and why others are even now following suit, or considering do so. The lease has been
canceled, but it is a great loss for the ministry, a loss that will be difficult to correct. We trust that God will
find an even better way.
The bottom line is this, I believe. There is no question in my mind that God has called Danny to raise up
this ministry in His name. Likewise, the leadership staff have been providentially brought together to
accomplish His purposes. We the board members too believe God has called us for our role. We could
certainly be doing something much different with our lives, our donations and our time if we believed
otherwise. We receive no perks for what we do here - other than to have our names and families criticized
and condemned in the name of our Savior. We fight on, not to defend a fake, but to uplift and glorify God.
Our efforts have not gone unrewarded. Likewise, our donors have been inspired by the Spirit of God to be
used as channels through which He might pour out His blessings. I for one cherish the opportunity to give
my services (and my life as well if need be) to see His name exalted, the judgment message delivered to
the world, and to see Jesus return in the clouds of glory to do away once and for all time the sin that has
nigh destroyed this world. I do not see my contribution to God's cause as something I do to gain His favor,
but as a great privilege to have a part in His work. I would urge you to seriously consider your own
response to God and the opportunities He has offered to you. It may not be 3abn. That is OK. But, if it is,
please do not lose the blessing He has to give to those who are faithful to Him.
Three ABN is made up on human beings, all of whom are in a mode of sanctifying, growing up in the
image of Jesus. This is a process that occurs over time by the providential experiences of life among those
who have committed their lives to Jesus. Our judgment calls may not always be the same as others, but I
will say that they are from a heart committed to God - nor have any been illegal or immoral.
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Those circulating lies on the Internet and by other means may appear to hinder the work of this ministry, as
it even now appears, but God still reigns in the heavens, and will bring good out of apparent evil. Through
the ages, Satan has taken his martyrs. (These are the fortunate victimes of his antics. Many more are they
that have been caught in his trap and lost out on the blessings of this life and the life to come as his
captives.) It is no different today execpt that for the most part his attacks have been on the character of his
enemies. But we may all rest assured that it will soon be on their very lives, just as before.
God bless you and keep you. You will be in my prayers as I request for myself and this ministry.
Sincerely in Jesus '

precious name,

Walter Thompson MD
----- Original Message ----From: Jodi James
To: Walt Thompson
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2007 8:07 AM
Subject: Re: Land Transaction

Dear Mr. Walter Thompson,
If I could I would like to ask a few more things. I am still not pleased with this law suit and I am
concerned about all the donors who do not know you are using the donated funds to pay for it.
They cannot object if they do not know. This does not seem fair.
Someone told me you have or had a fancy jet plane for Danny to use and donations were used to
pay for that too. I never knew you had the jet plane so when I gave to your ministry I was
ignorant of how you were spending the money. I do not approve of such spending for donated
funds. All this concerns me along with the other things I mentioned.
J.J.

On 7/18/07, Walt Thompson <walttmd@wi.rr.com > wrote:
Dear Jodi,
Thank you for your e mail expressing your questions and concerns. We appreciate hearing from our
viewers and donors, and being given an opportunity to respond.
The property transfer to which you refer was properly executed by an attorney who served on our board
at the time, and who was employed by a NAD conference writing such documents. In brief, it was a
situation where a donor made a gift to 3abn with a lifetime interest for herself and for Danny and
Linda. In other words, the house was theirs to use as long as any of them should live. When Danny
and Linda decided they wanted to build a house and build up equity toward the day when they could
no longer work, they requested the opportunity to purchase their lifetime interest in the property as
determined by legal statistical tables calculated to determine the worth of the property at the statistical
time of their death.
It was not an easy decision to go to court against those who were saying and doing things that were,
and continue to hurt God's work. The false accusations and rumors created by their activity has had a
serious negative impact upon this ministry, and we would be negligent of our responsibilities to
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ignore them and let this ministry go down without a fight. I think often of ancient Israel when coming
under attack by enemies, either from within (the prophets of Baal and Elijah) or without (Gideon) as
examples. The Apostle Paul himself, who spoke against suing a brother, was forced to seek help
from outside the fold when the Jews (apparently including some who had accepted the gospel) in
Jerusalem sought to kill him for his teachings.
It is our desire and expectation that God will provide funds for the law suit from other sources than
from our regular donors. Whether or not that will occur is in His hands. Since this suit is filed only for
serving the Gospel commission, I suspect most viewers will be comfortable supporting it once they
see the benefit to the cause of God. Certainly, we would honor the wishes of any donor who

specified they did not want it to go for such a cause.
As to your question regarding our response to a petition from donors, let me say this. God does
not change. If He was instructing us to seek truth through the courts, as this board believes,
then we would not expect Him to change His mind and tell us to drop it. Now, if God did not
lead us when we sincerely sought his guidance regarding the issue, then we are in a bad way
indeed. My suggestion would be for "enough people" to seek the Lord in earnest fasting and
prayer for 3abn. If then, we have been misled, He is able to correct our mistake or to eliminate
us from our responsibilities. I believe this is the proper way to deal with questions such as this.
Our God does hear and answer the prayers of the faithful - and I want to be where the Lord
wants me to be, whether at 3abn or elsewhere!
You mention that "many things" have caused you to lose faith in those of us at 3abn. Nor are you alone
in this. Fortunately, I live with a clear conscience, knowing that we have dealt with the challenges
facing 3abn with earnest prayer seeking His guidance in everything we have done. I do not like the fact
that people have been hurt, but neither do I like the harm that has been wrought to this ministry, and to
the multitudes who would not be able to hear the gospel if our enemies had their way with the
many false accusations and rumors. We know that 3abn and its leadership are innocent of any illegal
or immoral activity. And this is just the reason for the law suit - to unveil the truth and make it known to
the interested public. This is our goal. Some have accused us of cover up for requesting the court to
limit that public discussion that might interfere with the ability of the court to do its work. Such is not the
case, but only that the court may be able to proceed without interference by those who would like to
prevent its work.
I hope this is helpful to you. Please feel free to respond if I haven't answered your questions.
Sincerely in Jesus' precious name,
Walter Thompson
Chairman, 3abn board

----- Original Message ----From: Jodi James
To: walttmd@wi.rr.com
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2007 2:32 PM
Subject: Land Transaction

Dear Mr. Walter Thompson,
I heard you are the head of management at 3 ABN. There is talk going around about things
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happening at 3 ABN. One thing I need to know is if it is true Danny bought a house from 3
ABN for about $6000 and then sold the same house in about a week for $135,000? (I might
not have the amounts exact)
I also heard that you have a sealed law suit against some church people who have been
asking questions. I heard the law suit will end up costing so much money and that we who
have been supporting you will have to pay for it out of our donations. I am not happy with at
all.
Will you drop the law suit if enough people are against it? Some are talking about signing a
petition.
Many things have me to lose faith in you there at 3 ABN. For now I will just say I am
against the law suit and against paying for it out of our donations.
J.J.
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